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The Word from the
President

elcome to the Autumn Edition of Stable Approach. As always there is a great deal
going on in your union. Here is just some of the activity affecting your work place
as a controller or pilot.
Handheld Laser Legislation: Light at the end of the tunnel
Since our last edition of Stable Approach there have been more attacks on NZALPA
members in the course of carrying out their duties. The most recent attack that was reported
Glen Kenny, NZALPA President
in the media was made on a Jetstar Crew as they departed Wellington on the 22nd April. The
attack was at the more serious end of the scale as the offender was close by and the attack
sustained enough to cause temporary flash blindness to the crew. This attack marked the 14th recorded event for the
year.
The Ministry of Health, after having called for submissions late last year, have announced that they will be introducing
legislation to restrict the import, sale and supply under Health & Customs legislation. This legislation, which is in line
with the submissions made by NZALPA, will effectively stem the influx into the country of these potentially lethal
devices. This legislation will not however address the large number of these items that are already in the country.
Fortunately Dr Cam Calder’s Private Members Bill, which proposes an amendment to the Summary Offences Act to
make possession of a laser without due cause illegal, is slowly working its way to the top of the Parliamentary Agenda.
At current rate it should receive its first reading in early June and with support from both sides of the house should
finally make its way onto the law books by the end of the year. In Australia where similar legislation was introduced
there was a dramatic 95% drop in the number of reported attacks.
There no doubt in my mind that sooner or later one of these senseless acts will result in an accident somewhere in
the world. Here’s hoping that the law makers of this country are able to act in time to help ensure that “somewhere in
the world” is not our part of the world.
Changes to the ERA
The Government have recently announced sweeping changes to the Employment Relations Act. The main proposed
changes are as follows:
• Removing the requirement for parties to conclude bargaining for a collective agreement.
• Allowing employers to reduce pay in response to a partial strike.
• Removing the requirement for employers to offer newly hired workers an agreement that is the same as the
union negotiated CEA.
• Extending to all employees an ability to request flexible working arrangements.
• Removing protections for employees from work being transferred to another person in cases of
restructuring in small to medium sized enterprises.
• Adding exceptions to what information employers are required to disclose in good faith under the Act.
• Changes to the meal and rest break requirements giving the employers ultimate ability to determine when
and where these breaks will occur if agreement can’t be reached with the employee.
Individually the changes may seem minor but put together these changes represent a major shift in the balance of
power towards the employer that hasn’t been seen in this country since the Employment Contract Act.
The Bill should receive its first reading in the near future. We will of course be making submissions during the select
committee stage. In the meantime we will be keeping you posted on any developments.
First Elections in the new Structure
We have recently completed the first round of elections under the new structure. For the first time NZALPA members
were able to vote directly for their council representatives who in turn are able to represent them at the Annual
Conference and at the Board of Management (through their admin heads). The results of all the council’s and Board of
Management representatives are published in this edition of Stable Approach.
From my perspective it’s great to see so many new faces stepping up to representative positions within NZALPA. It’s
a big commitment taking on one of these roles but in my experience a very rewarding one. My congratulations go out
to all the successful candidates.
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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CAA Medical Unit: Medical Certificate Application Fee
Despite unanimous objection to the introduction of its new funding framework, in particular the introduction of the
$313.00 medical certificate application fee, the CAA has basically thumbed its nose at the industry and has not budged.
The fee remains.
Accordingly NZALPA, along with other key players in the NZ aviation scene, has made a formal complaint to the
Regulations Review Committee.
The function of the Committee is to act on Parliaments behalf to ensure that the delegated law-making powers (like
those delegated to CAA) are being used appropriately.
The complaint was filed on the 13th of May 2013. Again we will keep you posted as this issue progresses.
CAA vs Rod Gun
As reported in the media NZALPA member Captain Rod Gunn was sentenced in the Queenstown District Court to a
$5,100 fine and to undertake a ground based safety course after being earlier convicted of operating an aircraft in a
careless manner in Queenstown on the 22nd of June 2010. A copy of the judgment can be accessed by clicking here
and should be required reading for any CAA document holder in NZ.
Captain Gunn has not flown since the incident and had hoped to undertake this court ordered safety course as soon
as possible to enable his return to flying. Throughout this very trying time NZALPA is supporting Captain Gunn.
Over and Out
As you may have noticed I did not seek re-election as President for the upcoming 2013 – 2015 term. Although I have
enjoyed the role immensely I found the demands of the President office were adversely effecting my time with my
young family and ultimately that situation couldn’t continue.
I have no doubt that those that the representatives have been elected to take over at the conclusion of this year’s
conference will do an excellent job in growing NZALPA and continuing the job of being NZ’s preeminent Pilot & Controller
representative organisation as it nears its 75 years of existence.
I wish the incoming President Wayne Renwick and his team every success and offer my full support as a soon to be
ordinary NZALPA member. It’s a membership that I am and will always be, proud to have.
That’s all from me, enjoy the Autumn edition of Stable Approach.

Media Activity - Jan 13 - May 22
Television Interviews
•
•
•
•

Members can obtain a discount with Serengeti Sunglasses
by visiting the NZALPA website, printing off an order form
and sending if off.
Don’t forget to include a copy of your NZALPA ID to get
the discount.
http://www.nzalpa.org.nz/
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TVNZ Breakfast on Lasers Strikes
One News on Laser Strikes
TV3 News on Lasers Strikes
One News on Lasers Strikes

Radio Interviews
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newstalk ZB on Laser Strikes
Radio NZ on Laser Strikes
Radio Live on Laser Strikes
Newstalk ZB on Laser Legislation Changes
Radio NZ on Laser Legislation Changes
Radio Live on Laser Legislation Changes

NZALPA
in the Media
“The Voice of New Zealand’s Pilots and Air Traffic Controllers”

N

ZALPA dealt with a busy period of media activity. Many of you will be aware of the recent conviction and
sentencing of Capt Gunn in the Queenstown District Court relating to a ZQN flight in June 2010. As expected
NZALPA fielded a large volume of media calls in relation to this and released a statement.

“The New Zealand Air Line Pilots’ Association (NZALPA) is presently reviewing today’s court decision on the
Queenstown matter to identify any potential implications for the NZ Aviation Industry. The process has been a
particularly difficult and drawn out process for the pilot and his family.
NZALPA will not make any further comment until the next course of action, if any is determined.”
Laser strikes continue to increase in frequency and recently there were 2x aircraft lased on approach to Auckland
which prompted another round of media interviews. On 7 March, we had increased media coverage for the latest
laser sentencing of two teenagers in the Auckland District Court who were found guilty after a four day jury trial in
November 2012. We used this opportunity to reinforce our position and continue to highlight the dangers of lasers.
Legislation to address them is urgently required.
Very shortly legislation to address the possession of handheld lasers will be put before Parliament (estimated at
early June for first reading) – work continues behind the scenes to ensure the proposed legislation is introduced in a
prompt and robust manner.
Mark Wardle, Communications Advisor

NZALPA Staff Departure
Sally Howearth - Finance and Administration Manager

S

ally Howearth joined NZALPA in 2000 as office manager and has made a real impact to the management of the
administration team and finances of the Association. Sally has been responsible for the management of NZALPA
and the Contingency Fund Trust’s accounts, involved in the Finance and Administration and IT subcommittees.
We wish Sally all the best for the future in her new role.
NZALPA has begun a recruitment drive to seek a replacement for Sally and is currently recruiting for a new Technical
Officer and General Aviation Officer to replace the departures of Ross Gillespie and Tom Buckley.

Do YOU have an idea for a story?

Have YOU got a question you want answered?
Do YOU have a letter for the editor?

WE want YOUR feedback.
Email editor@nzalpa.org.nz

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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You are a Beneficiary of the Contingency
Fund Trust

T

he NZALPA Contingency Fund exists as an independent Trust, so your collective funds are protected while
remaining available to meet unexpected financial burdens that may befall you as an ALPA member. This may
affect a large number of members or perhaps just one member and his/her family.

The Trust is managed by Trustees, all of whom are elected NZALPA members. See below for further details.

The Fund has grown substantially since its establishment approximately 10 years ago; it now owns the Pilots’
Association buildings and holds cash reserves contributed by members over the years.
A recent example of financial assistance was the support provided to Air NZ Group pilots who were stranded overseas
as a consequence of the removal of staff travel privileges during industrial action.
Another example is the on-going support to the GA community by sponsoring the annual A-Cat Scholarship.
The Contingency Fund may be available to provide financial assistance when an individual member is in a position of
financial stress. Such assistance may be either a loan or a grant, and is at the Trustees’ discretion.
Requests for assistance may be initiated by contacting the NZALPA office (0800 692 572) or contacting one of the
Contingency Fund Trustees directly (cft@nzalpa.org.nz). Alternatively it may be more appropriate to make contact via
the Medical and Welfare Director (medical@nzalpa.org.nz).
Your CFT Trustees
Eric Fontein (Air NZ)			

eric@fontein.net.nz		

021 620 709

Mike Hall (Westpac Helicopter)

helicopter@paradise.net.nz

0275 800 444

Alan Mitchell (Air NZ)			

alanmitchell@clear.net.nz

021 474 568

Mark Rammell (Air NZ)		

rammells@xtra.co.nz

021 352 224

Craig Stevens (ATC)			

craigstevensnz@hotmail.com

021 484 494

DONNELLY, Bruce Wallace. RNZAF Flt Lt, Air NZ
Captain (Ret).

B

ruce was well known in NZ aviation circles
and will be greatly missed. Bruce’s life began
at Te Kaha and Gisborne Boys High and his
involvement in aviation was a family affair. Bruce
learnt to fly at age 16 and, after leaving school,
joined the RNZAF WINGS course. He was one of 9
pilots and 3 navigators to qualify from that intake.
He served with the RNZAF and saw active duty
in the war in Vietnam. In Vietnam Bruce flew as
a forward air controller with the US forces and
left there after 7 months after having flown 180
missions. Was awarded the Distinguished Flying
Cross for helping to protect downed helicopter
crews. He flew Canberra bombers and was shot at
over the Chatham Islands during the crayfish wars
by a cray fisherman.

Bruce then joined NZALPA when he started as a junior officer with Air NZ on the DC8 and after a career spanning
30 years he retired off the B747-400 where he held the leadership role as Fleet Manager.
Throughout his career he was active in the General Aviation scene. Indeed many young aviators first tentative flying
experiences was under the watchful eye of Bruce at the Walsh Memorial Scout Flying School where his contribution
covered some 25 years. Rest in peace Bruce.
Stable Approach: ALPA Quarterly
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UAE’s Long-Haul Vision

Article by USALPA Staff
Reproduced from USALPA’s Air Line Pilot Magazine
Photo Credit: Airbus

“

My grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, I drive a Mercedes, my son drives a Land Rover, hisson will
drive a Land Rover, but his son will ride a camel” is a quote attributed to Sheikh Rashid bin Saeed AlMaktoum, ruler
of Dubai since its founding in 1958, as testament to his strong sense that Dubai needed to develop an economy
that would thrive long after the emirate’s limited oil reserves were depleted.
Known as the father of modern Dubai, the ruling family’s website states that Sheikh Rashid in 1959 borrowed money
from neighboring oil-rich Kuwait to dredge the small creek wending through the town to enable it to accommodate
large shipping vessels. The plan worked, shipping in Dubai flourished, and, when oil was discovered in 1966, Sheikh
Rashid had the resources to fund the expansion of the port as well as other infrastructure for the emirate, including
an international airport.
Over the three decades that followed, Sheikh Rashid transformed a small port town of fisherman, traders, and pearl
divers into one of the largest container terminal port cities in the world. The phrase that many consider to be Sheikh
Rashid’s motto and model, “What is good for the merchants is good for Dubai,” continues to be borne out today in
Dubai’s tax-free business environment and its government’s probusiness policies.
“Today, oil makes up just 5 percent of Dubai’s gross domestic product, while aviation makes up 28 percent, or $22
billion, as well as directly and indirectly supporting more than 250,000 jobs,” said Tim Clark, president of Emirates
Airlines in a September 2012 speech before the International Aviation Club in Washington, D.C. “This is a direct result
of Dubai’s pro-aviation policy and vision of the leadership.”
Dubai is one of seven different emirates that form the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and its major city bears the same
name. Sheikh Rashid died in 1990, and his son, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, now rules Dubai and
servesas vice president of the UAE, a federation his father helped to create.
Today, Sheikh Mohammad continues the Al Maktoum family’s vision of a strong and diversified economy for Dubai
and for the UAE. “Our plans do not flow from mere ambition; they are a necessity,” said Sheikh Mohammed in a 2008
opinion piece published in The Wall Street Journal. “Consider that only 3 percent of our revenue is from exports of
diminishing crude oil reserves; 30 percent is from tourism, and there’s increasing revenue from manufacturing and
other sectors such as hospitality, technology, and transportation…. We believe that helping to build a strong regional
economy is our best opportunity for lasting social stability in the Middle East.”
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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The emirate of Dubai first became familiar to many Americans in 2005, when a state-owned company, Dubai
Ports World, made plans to purchase for $6.8 billion the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Company
of London, the parent of P&O Ports. The sale would have given the Dubai company administrative control over
shipping operations at six U.S. ports in Baltimore, Miami, New Jersey, New Orleans, New York, and Philadelphia.
In February 2006, an Associated Press story reported the deal, lawmakers from both parties raised security
concerns, and public opposition to the sale mounted. The following month, Dubai Ports World announced it
would sell its U.S. port operations to an American buyer.
According to a February 2013 Washington Post story, the UAE embassy surveyed U.S. opinions toward the UAE
in the wake of the failed deal. The results showed that 30 percent of those responding held an unfavorable view,
but 70 percent stated they had no opinion. When UAE ambassador Yousef Al Otaiba, a graduate of Georgetown
University, took the position in July 2008, his mission was to develop a favorable view of the UAE among
Americans.
“I also like to think that we in Dubai also learn from our mistakes,” said Sheikh Mohammad in the 2008 Wall
Street Journal opinion piece. We have had some object lessons. The Dubai Ports episode in the U.S. last year was
one. We analyzed our experiences, and we now approach our international investments in a much more holistic
manner. We take the time to analyze the social, political, and economic landscape….”
Photo Credit: Airbus
Winning support
In efforts ranging from sponsoring the May 2009 Healthy Kidney
Race in New York to hosting a Washington, D.C., reception for
U.S. newspaper editors during a National Newspaper Association
Foundation conference in March 2010, working with Habitat for
Humanity to build homes in Tuscaloosa, Ala., after a 2011 tornado,
and creating a state-of-the-art soccer field in Chicago’s Haas Park
in 2012, the UAE has intensified its efforts to positively influence
public opinion among Americans.
As an illustration of this effort, when a May 2011 tornado
struck Joplin, Mo., more than 160 people died and the town was
devastated. Six school buildings were destroyed, including the only
high school. The Washington Post reported in February 2013 that
the public school system in Joplin received a call from a UAE embassy official in Washington, D.C., saying, “Tell
me what you need.” The official encouraged the school development director to “think big” about the solution to
replacing the textbooks that had been destroyed and that insurance would not pay to replace. The Post reports
that now the nearly 2,200 high school students in Joplin each have a laptop, paid for by the UAE.
In another example, the government of Dubai donated $150 million in 2009 to create the Sheikh Zayed Institute
for Pediatric Surgical Innovation at Children’s National Medical Center in Washington, D.C. The gift, according to
the hospital’s website, is the largest ever to support pediatric surgery and among the largest to any children’s
hospital. The institute is named for Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, who served as Dubai’s president from
1971 to 2004.
Long-term competitive advantage
In 2011, the UAE gave more than $30 million in foreign aid to North America for development and charitable
projects, according to the United Arab Emirates Foreign Aid 2011 report. At the same time, the UAE held its
position as the second-largest Arab economy behind Saudi Arabia, according to a report by the Institute for
International Finance, a global association of financial institutions.
In the International Air Transport Association’s 2012–2016 industry growth report, the Middle East is expected
to have the third-fastest passenger growth rate among the world’s regions at 6.6 percent, and the fastest annual
growth in international freight demand of all the regions at 4.9 percent. According to Boeing’s 2012–2031 Market
Outlook, Middle Eastern airlines tend to renew their fleets on a 15-year cycle, a shorter cycle than the global
average. As a result, of the 2,370 forecast airliner deliveries to the region by 2031, approximately 30 percent will
replace older airplanes, while 70 percent will contribute to fleet growth.
The Washington, D.C.-based Institute for International Finance expects the UAE, which has the world’s seventhlargest oil resources, to continue a development model that refocuses on its core strengths, including trade, air
travel, and tourism. “We want the UAE to sustain its drive toward economic diversification as this is the nation’s
surest path to sustainable development in a future that is less reliant on oil,” states the UAE’s Government
Strategy 2011–2013. “This means expanding new strategic sectors to channel our energies into industries and
services where we can build a long-term competitive advantage.
Stable Approach: ALPA Quarterly
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From Your Councils
Air Nelson Pilots’ Council

Industrial
Air Nelson has had some interesting developments. After an
election process we now have the 5 needed to make up the core
of the council. The number of non-compliances of the rostering
is down which in turn has made the CMG workload smaller.
The company has however, attempted to sneak a new way of
bidding for annual leave without consulting the Council or the
CMG - we are working on ways to address the situation.
In addition, the Company has also promoted out of seniority
without talking to the Council or CMG which means they have
by-passed a number of members - we are working on this as
quickly as possible.
NZALPA President Glen Kenny came out and spoke to potential
new members in Nelson - this was a great help to for Air Nelson
Council.
Photo Credit: ATR

Aviation News in Brief

S

miths Detection will upgrade Hold Baggage Screening X-ray systems (HBS) across New Zealand to EU Standard 2
under a newly signed agreement with the New Zealand Aviation Security Service (Avsec), part of the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA).

The agreement, signed after an open tender process, will see the new HBS in operation before the end of 2013 with
Smiths Detection maintaining the capability through to 2022. The current HBS fleet was installed by Smiths Detection
in 2005.
Cameron Mann, Managing Director of Smiths Detection Australia and New Zealand, said: “I am extremely proud that
Smiths Detection has been selected to provide the technical solution to meet the CAA’s aviation security needs. Our
EDX-2is Explosives Detection System is the most widely deployed EU Standard 2 screening system in the world, and
Smiths Detection has a dedicated service team based in Auckland and Christchurch to maintain the systems.”
Mark Everitt, General Manager of Avsec, said: “Avsec and Smiths Detection have had an on-going relationship since
the early 2000s. With Avsec being a 24/7 operation across six international airports, the service and after-hours
support provided by Smiths Detection has been outstanding. As we now move forward into the implementation phase,
I am sure that Avsec, along with Smiths Detection and other key stakeholders, will achieve the required operational
implementation date of 1 January 2014.”
X-ray scanners that meet the EU standard 2 level for the detection of explosives in hold baggage combine advanced
multi-view capability, high throughput speed and low false alarm rates.

GREAT RATE AT AUCKLAND AIRPORT
HOTEL
Members can stay at the Ibis Budget Hotel
at 2 Leonard Isitt Drive, Auckland Airport at a
discounted rate. The complex has become a
popular place for members to stay, especially
for commuters, because of its location. It is
within easy walking distance of the Terminals,
Simulator and close to the Cage.
Please note that conditions apply - see the
NZALPA website for more information.
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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From Your Councils
Mount Cook Pilots’ Council

New Pilot Members and Numbers
We are still employing strongly. Mark Ritchie has been doing a great job talking to the new pilots and getting them
to sign the collective so that the number of ALPA pilots continues to grow within the Mt Cook group. We are still
continuing to upgrade.
Negotiations
The Company asked for a variation to our contract to discuss a mechanism which would allow access to the pilots
5th day to cover sickness if they were to open a base in Auckland. A survey was conducted via the ALPA web site.
The feedback was very strong and direct, resulting in an outcome to not pursue the variation. A letter was sent to
the Companies FOM by our legal team and we received a response saying that “If there is no appetite for the above
request then agree we would not be interested into opening bargaining, but the offer is still available if we change
our minds.
Rostering Bid System
Well after a couple of injunctions the Company introduced the optimiser. The company are still convinced that this
system saves money and time. They have listened a little, for the need for single day duties which in the past worked
well when problems occurred such as aircraft break downs, disrupts due weather and pilot sickness. As stated above
we are now operating the full BID system, which optimises the TOD’s and the pilot rosters. We have had great support
from the flight attendants, some even standing in court for us to discuss the numerous issues that they have had with
their own system. We are now waiting for the judge to make his decision after the next hearing.
ATR 600’s
First 600 arrived in October, second one in December and the third arrived in March. Fourth is due in September.

VANZ Pilots’ Council
Membership as at 20 Mar is 135.
Negotiations
The Negotiators have been meeting with Virgin HR monthly attempting to finalise a suitable CEA. One of the senior
HR personnel attended the last meeting with a hard Virgin Line, we had around 15 pilots in attendance as observers
that had the opportunity to express their views to the Virgin representative. The company’s line is that VANZ will be
the lowest cost operator in the region and there will be no parallels drawn with the Australian operation. We have
since heard that Virgin are getting the message that the VANZ pilots will take action.
The Strike Action Committee has been activated.
Membership
VANZ membership is over 95% now and still growing as the non-union pilots are now not wanting to be caught on
the wrong side of the fence should Industrial action be proposed.
Seniority within the Virgin Group
We have filed a breach of Contract with VANZ. VANZ inferred at the time of employment within the Virgin group
that VANZ pilots would have access to group opportunities and opportunities have been taken by some pilots with
respect to that joining date.
Contracts
We have a PG in the system from a First Officer wanting to transfer to VAA. VANZ is claiming he is locked on type
for two years. There is nothing in the First officer’s contract to this effect except a reference to manuals which are
amended from time to time.

Stable Approach: ALPA Quarterly
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Medical & Welfare Update
Human Intervention and Motivation Study (HIMS)
The HIMS group met again. While a few faces have changed in the organisation the programme essentially remains
the same. HIMS remains active in assisting aviation people through alcohol and drug related issues and is receiving
regular contacts and queries from members and those outside NZALPA.
For those who are unsure of the relationship between HIMS and NZALPA the following will clarify. We retain one of
the leadership positions in HIMS and the organisation is reliant on our continued patronage but it is designed to be a
multi-party group. NZALPA therefore is not in sole position to alter the philosophies around treatment, rehabilitation
or monitoring of those who are in the programme.

Professional Standards
There is a remit to conference for the Professional Standards working party to be continued. The PS working party
has now completed most of the preliminary documentation and has received feedback from members. This was in
the form of a survey which went out in February.
After reviewing results from the survey it is apparent that there is a great deal of misunderstanding around what
professional standards for NZALPA represents and what it can do for members. The WP therefore feels it is best to
continue with an education and feedback campaign before trying to introduce the programme. The extended time
will also allow key members to be become fully acquainted with the operational aspects of the programme before
any introduction.

Pilot Assistance Forum
NZALPA sent two representatives - Herwin Bongers and Peter Douglas to the ALPA International sponsored Pilot
Assistance Forum in Washington 7-9 May. The pilot assistance area of US ALPA is equivalent to our medical and
welfare section. The standard of presentations and information sharing was as always of a high standard with pilots
from the USA, Canada, Germany, South Africa, Bahamas and UK attending. Our reps learnt a great deal that will be
put to practical use.
This year’s PAF had a strong focus on the US ALPA Prostan programme. Peter Douglas was able to concentrate on
attending a series of professional standards training events to enhance his understanding of the programme. These
were very useful in providing perspective to the efforts of the PS working party which has been meeting regularly
since last conference. Further information regarding our PS programme will be presented at conference.
Thanks to Air NZ who generously provided air travel AKL – LAX return for our two reps. It is always pleasing to see
that our major employer recognises the value in the work the MW section does.

Insurance
Herwin Bongers and I met with two representatives of Next Financial Planning in Wellington on 30 April. This was in
response to a request for proposal from NZALPA regarding providing enhanced insurance services around the present
MBF/GDI/GLI mix.
The meeting was useful and the Next team were well prepared and educated about NZALPA. The prospective
competition for our insurance business is to be encouraged and I am confident we will eventually provide an enhanced
product for our members.
Chris Mehlhopt
Medical & Welfare Director

Have your Circumstances Changed recently?
It is important NZALPA has the latest information about your circumstances. If you ever find your medical withdrawn,
or you are off work due to sickness, please left the office know so we can best assist you and keep our records up to
date.
Email the office: office@nzalpa.org.nz or call 0800 NZALPA.

NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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Steep Learning
Curve

“When airports have a steep or unusual
approach, pilots may need additional training.
As Liz Moscrop discovers, the challenge can be
worth it, if just for the great views.”
Reproduced with permission from IFALPA’s InterPilot
Magazine - April/May Edition

T

here are many airfields that hold a special
place in pilots’ hearts because of the challenge
of getting in and out of them. Several require
a steeper approach than the usual 3’ angle, in
order to comply with obstacle clearance and noise
regulations.
One of the most famous is London City Airport
(LCY), located on a former Docklands site 6 nm east
of the City of London, and a rather smaller distance
east of Canary Wharf. It took some arm-twisting to
build a 1,080 m (3,543 ft.) runway there and start
operations back in 1987. The first jet certified to
land at the airport was the BAe 146, flying either a
precision approach on a 7.5’ ILS glide slope or using
the precision approach path indicator (PAPI).
The field still presents a challenge today. Although
the runway is now 1,319 m (4,327 ft.) x 30 m and the
glide slope angle reduced to 5.5’, aircraft must land
before the end of the touchdown zone (displaced
threshold) some 336m in, marked by lights inset into
the runway. Otherwise a go-around is mandatory. Landing distance available in either direction is 1,199 m (3,934 ft.).
British Airways’ Capt Jon Smith set up the carrier’s Airbus A318 operation at LCY in late 2009, linking the airport with
New York (with a fuel/customs stop at Shannon [SNN] on the outbound leg). As the largest aircraft to operate from
LCY, the A318 “created quite a stir”, says Smith, adding that “the way Airbus tuned the aircraft, it is beautifully stable”.
Indeed, the manufacturer specially modified two A318s for the airline. Smith continues, “For performance reasons,
we chose the CFM56- 5B engines for the aircraft, not the IAE V2500s that power the BA A319s. The A318 has a steep
approach button for LCY’s 5.5’ glide slope.”
The operation has two dedicated stands at the airport, “which makes it quite a tight squeeze”, Smith notes. He
says that LCY is “wonderful to operate from”. The flights borrow the old Concorde flight numbers (BA001-004), and
the departure is Compton 6T or 6U out of LCY, so you overfly the top of London, routing v1a Brookmans Park VOR
navigation beacon.
TRAINING TECHNIQUES
Because of City’s short runway, the A318 can’t make New York direct against the prevailing winds, so it has to stop at
Shannon. The return journey takes 5.5 - 6.0 hours and requires radar vectors into City. Smith says, “To keep under the
London Heathrow approach path, we are flown over London at 2,000ft, and then an ILS approach to runway 09 will
mean being at 2,000ft at 3.5 miles out, rather than the usual 1,000ft on a conventional 3’ approach.”
Smith set up crew training with his team, which is quite involved. For example, when operations started the glide
slope at LCY used to become unreliable when it rained, and tended to be turned off. So pilots bad to use a flight path
angle technique (this has since been updated). LCY proving trials took place at RAF Lyneham (now closed) and Manston
Airport in Kent, England.
As well as commercial carriers, there are several corporate operators using London City. Charter and management
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firm London Executive Aviation’s chief pilot, Glyn
Anderson, is responsible for developing crew training
on LEA’s Embraer Legacy fleet. He says, “Learning the
approach and landing technique is fundamental. Once
you have pressed the steep approach button and
start flying down the glide path, the rate of descent
is much higher.”
Winds play a factor, too. “It can get rather turbulent,”
notes John Howes, Cambridge, UK based Marshall
Executive Aviation’s chief pilot. Anderson echoes
that, saying, ‘”The steeper approach means that the
rate of descent is around 2,000ft per minute. When
the wind is from the south, there is more likelihood
of wind shear on approach, and you reach decision
height more quickly. We have trained people not
to start chasing airspeeds - a stabilised approach is
crucial.”
In the Legacy’s case, this 1s achieved by flying
Vref (defined as 1.3 times stall speed) for the entire
approach, which is about 118 knots indicated airspeed
(KIAS) on the Legacy 600 and 126 KIAS on the Legacy
650. Howes adds, “The new holding point for Runway
27 was built over lots of dumped metal waste, so you
can get some interesting compass drift if you have to
hold for long.”
Because of the angle and speeds required on the
way down. Anderson stresses that crews should
warn passengers that the landing is likely to be “positive”. LEA trains its crews at London City by flying three normal
approaches and full stop landings, then a normal approach and go-around at decision height. For obvious reasons, the
airport does not allow simulated engine failures, so training for those is conducted in the simulator.
Photo Credit: IFALPA
Photo Credit: IFALPA

PROPER PREPARATION
Gerry Rolls, Oxford, UK based FlairJet’s chief pilot, explains that simulator
training involves the early configuration of the aircraft and, depending on the
aircraft type, potentially the use of speed brakes during final approach. The
missed approach procedure is further complicated by the proximity of the
235 m (771ft) tall tower at Canary Wharf and other nearby obstacles. Rolls
says, ‘”Following simulator training, an airport visit must be made in order to
familiarise the pilot properly with the external visual cues and airport runway
environment.”
After initial training for LCY, Marshall Executive Aviation has a 12-month
currency rule. However, that can be renewed at Cambridge, where the PAPI
can be set to 5.5’ BA Cityflyer has been using Cambridge for initial training on
its Embraer E-190 regional jets, for example.
LEA’s Anderson points out that departure procedures at LCY are even more
complex, since there are many obstacles to clear, especially on the westerly
runway. The airfield requires a ‘step-climb’ standard instrument departure,
with an initial climb to 3,000 ft.
This height is non-negotiable because of the airfield’s proximity to Heathrow.
An aircraft vectored for approach to runways 27L or 27R at Heathrow may be as
low as 4,000ft, and flying any higher than 3,000ft would set off its traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS).
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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This means, in the Legacy’s case, there is a window of approximately 90 seconds to take off, climb at 1,000 fpm, then
at around 1,500ft, get the gear up, possibly change frequency and, when going north, turn right at 1.5 miles. Finally,
captains have to level off at 3,000ft, possibly under the traffic vectored into Heathrow. The tight separation means that
there have been a number of level busts over the years.
Anderson says, “Our procedure is to perform a static take-off. With the brakes on, we spool the engines up to take-off
thrust, then gently release them. This causes rapid acceleration, so we have a relatively light aircraft with a high rate of
climb coming off a small runway.”
Elsewhere in Europe, Switzerland’s
Lugano Airport also requires training for a
steep approach. Set high in the mountains,
the airfield requires pilots, operators and
aircraft to obtain its own qualification for
landing there. To earn this, pilots have to
complete a course online using the field’s
downloadable
training
requirements
application manual, then apply to the
airport authority via the web.
MOUNTAIN VIEWS
However, FlairJet’s Rolls reckons that
Samedan Airport in the same country is
more of a challenge. The field is Europe’s
highest at 5,600ft up in the Swiss Alps, close
to the border with Italy and the ski resort
of St Moritz. FlairJet gained approval to
Photo Credit: IFALPA
operate into the airport in 2011. Samedan
has no approach aids whatsoever and is limited to visual flight conditions, which, Rolls says, “makes for
some of the most impressive scenery during any approach in Europe”.
In order to tackle Samedan, FlairJet had to plan carefully. The company created a prescribed track approach path,
gradually increasing the 4.5’ descent angle in the simulator, following the activation of enhanced ground proximity
warning system (EGPWS) warnings at lesser approach angles. Rolls explains, “This procedure provides for a totally
hands-off, automated approach, enabling both flight crew members to monitor the flight path and look out for other
aircraft - not to mention enjoy the view!”
And therein lies one of the thrills of flying into these fields. All pilots agree
that the views are spectacular. Anderson concludes, “I love flying into London
City from the west. The en-route obstacles are some of London’s best sights
- the Houses of Parliament, Canary Wharf and the new Shard building, which
stands at 1,012ft (308 m). I never get tired of the view.”

A CONTROLLED APPROACH
To qualify for approval, an aircraft operating into LCY must fit into one of the
airfield’s noise categories, and be capable of making an approach at 5.5’ or
steeper. Helicopters and single-engine types are prohibited. Approval is given
by the airport’s Operations and Control Department. In addition, all pilots must
hold a commercial or air transport pilot licence, and have completed at least
three approaches at 5.5’ or steeper.
In March 2006, the A318 became the largest commercial aircraft certificated
by EASA for steep approach operations. Airbus bad to modify control laws to
allow the STEEP APPR function, whereby spoilers are automatically deployed to
dump lift and add drag below 120ft on approach, and added extra aural alerts.
Photo Credit: IFALPA
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Going Sugar Free and avoiding Seed Oil
I started out looking for a way to help my wife avoid moving from
a diagnosis of insulin resistant to the next stage of type 2 diabetes.
I was also weighing in at 96.5 kg and not getting any lighter. I was
actively researching and helping her find a suitable diet, when I flew
with a copilot who had lost 10kg after reading “Big Fat Lies” by David
Gillespie.
I bought the book that day and went home, started reading and
didn’t stop till I got to the end, I skim read bits of it but a light went
on in my head and from that moment I resolved to cut out sugar and
remove seed oils where possible from my diet. Maryanne didn’t have
any say in this process! She however, had listened to me as I read the
book, reading excerpts out loud that I found entertaining or highly
informative. The next morning WE and it was both of us, went through
the pantry and refrigerator removing any product that had more than
4% sugar - judged that by using the ingredients list and using 4g or less
per 100g of sugar, unless it only had glucose or a variation of glucose
in the list. Our kids who were at University suddenly found that they
had full larders! We then removed all the seed oils and threw them out
or gave them away. I must admit it left the shelves very bare. So next
step was off to the supermarket to restock with suitable products, we
spent a lot of time looking at the nutrition information on the back of
packets, also trying to decipher the actual ingredients as some state
that they have no added sugar ... liars! - they actually had agave syrup
or honey which are both high in fructose. Fortunately we had the
sugar free app on the iPhone which allowed us to find the good, the
Capt Gary Hayman Before
bad and the artificial sweeteners. Oils take a whole lot more deciphering as they are quite often
hidden behind the moniker of “Vegetable oil”. Having now also read “Toxic Oil” by David Gillespie we are finding our
way through the process but need a simple guide. I think the best way will be to find the good products and list them.
So sugar free for a couple of weeks and we started to see some weight loss and lose the craving for sugar, however
a party with all sort of snacks and alcohol put me back for a few days but quickly sugar free and tracking downwards
again. Sometimes when my weight plateaued I would kick the weight loss off by decreasing one of my meals for a
couple of days, then my body got used to a lower intake level and appetite control was also starting to work and I
found myself feeling full on much smaller meals. I followed David’s two week quite plan quite rigidly at the start whilst
we were discovering what we could and couldn’t eat. Found a really nice recipe for chocolate brownie on his web
site / forum which we have modified slightly now to give us a quite moist brownie with a delicious chocolate flavour,
even our sugar addicted friends find it tasty and cannot tell it has no white sugar only dextrose. Another favourite has
become vanilla ice cream made with dextrose, finally found a reason for the ice cream maker bought in a moment of
“gosh that could be good to have” and then left to fill up space in the pantry.
I started researching sugar further and came across two other useful sources of information. “Pure White and
Deadly” by Professor John Yudkin, and a YouTube video of a lecture by Professor Robert Lustig, who has also now
written a book “Fat Chance”. I have by now gotten really passionate about being sugar free and freely lecture people
about the evils of sugar, my wife says more like evangelical! I have taken to writing to Professors of nutrition in New
Zealand universities with some at least having the courtesy to reply even if they are not necessarily convinced of the
merits of being sugar free. I have also written to the health minister and received the usual fob off - that of being
directed back to the ministry of health website and their standard doctrine of eat less fat, more fruit and vegetables
and sugar in moderation. No one defined what moderate sugar intake levels were! We ate about 2-5kg on average
annually at the turn of the century and now consume on average 40kg annually, a large movement in whatever might
be called moderate. Imagine that stacked up on your shelves!! How much sugar do you buy each year!
Our focus till now was predominately upon getting sugar free, and I would say we have been successful, I no longer
crave any chocolate or sweet desserts and Maryanne has lost the urge to buy sweets particularly liquorice.
I put together as much information about getting sugar free into a online box account and set it up so that other
people could access the information freely - let’s try educating from the bottom up and get as many people as possible
onto the sugar free revolution so that businesses will try to reduce the sugar in their products and in turn we will
become a healthier, happier nation.
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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In March we got results from Maryanne’s blood tests
as well as mine from a few weeks before.
Previously Maryanne had a HbA1c of 42 mmol/
mol which was borderline diabetic. New results are
HbA1c of 36 mmol/mol, which puts her well out of the
diabetes risk. My reading was HbA1c of 33 mmol/mol.
So having glucose in our diet instead of sugar (glucose
plus fructose) has improved our health.
Also to date I had lost 18kg since starting out in June
2012 about an average of 1.5 kg per month.
I have now set up a website www.nzsugarfree.co.nz
to make the information even more accessible and I
keep posting recipes on to the box link as I find recipes
with the right ingredients. I also have a list of products
from the supermarket that have the right stuff.
People ask why am I not making money from this
website, the answer is someone got me sugar free and
I am so grateful for the change it has made. I want
to pay it forward. I also want our children to grow up
without having the sugar addiction.
I am always happy to help people get sugar free, and
will respond to any emails. I am currently trying to get
a sugar free meal option for crew on the plane. First
approach saw a response – “you can get diabetic meals
– they should be sugar free”. No the diabetic meals are
not sugar free, in fact they are just the same as what
we have now, particularly bad are the cereals in the
breakfast option, light n tasty has 25% sugar and the
healthy looking cereal has 46% sugar. So watch this
space!

Quit Plan: Modified from “Big Fat Lies” by David Gillespie.
To cut the addiction - have no sugar in your diet for at least
2 weeks.
I recommend that you focus on getting sugar free for a
whole month before you worry about your weight. Your
appetite control will kick in and you will find yourself getting
full at mealtimes.
Breakfast –options:
• Oats – unflavoured, Weetbix – no added sugar,
• Vogel’s Original whole grain bread or any low sugar bread.
• Eggs, Bacon, Steak, Avocado.
• Vegemite.
• Avoid– jams honey and any other spreads.
• Avoid juices and soft drinks.
Morning Tea
• A handful of cashews (35) and a glass of water
Lunch
• Two rounds of ham, cheese and lettuce on sourdough
with butter and a glass of water.
Afternoon tea
• 1 sliced pear
Dinner
• Roast Beef with roast vegetables. Or any meat with
vegetables.
• Avoid dessert.
• Can have cheese with Arnotts water crackers – unflavoured.
Notes:
• Avoid any food advertised as low-fat as it will have added
sugar or use fruit sugars – fructose.
• Avoid sauces, however you can have soy, vinegar or lemon
juice.
• Eat non processed foods – meat, vegetables, milk, nuts,
some fruit – pears, cranberries, raspberries, kiwifruit. Bread
whole grain with no added fruit.
• Avoid fruit juices and dried fruits – very high fructose (bad
sugar)
• Avoid seed oils – sunflower oil, canola oil, linseed oil, rice
bran oil
• Can use olive oil, avocado oil, coconut oil, palm oil.

Gary Hayman - A320 Captain - Wellington
Mobile: 021347377

www.nzsugarfree.co.nz
Capt Gary Hayman After
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Conference 2013 - Agenda
The NZALPA Conference 2013 is fast approaching and this year’s
theme is “Future Thinking, Future Success.” All NZALPA members are
welcome to attend the conference as an observer.

Conference Highlights:
Day One - 18 June 2013
•

Keynote Presentation – “Building Governance Best Practice”
Brent Wheeler

•

Panel Discussion - “The changing Industrial Relations Environment”
The Impact of Legislative changes
What it means to an Association like ours
The Transport Industry Environment

•

Observations 12 mths on “The Value of Belonging - What it is to be WE”

•

Annual Reports - Our Key Strategic Challenges

•

Keynote Presentation - Positioning Your Organisation and Communicating Your Message
Peter Boyes - Communications Specialist

•

Workshop and Panel discussion – The high or the Mighty? - Professional Standards

•

Q&A and do we have commitment? Where to from here?

Day Two - 19 June 2013
•

Workshop – What the hell is the point? - Communication and Engagement

•

Sub-Committees - discuss remits and prepare a number of achievable projects to deliver on strategic intent.

•

IFALPA Annual Conference - Report and presentation

Day Three - 20 June 2013
•

General Business
Remit Consideration/new proposals/Rules and Policy changes
Conference Agenda - feedback
Conference concludes - closing remarks new President

•

Training for New Representatives - Leadership and Governance

http://www.nzalpa.org.nz/Conference2013.aspx
NZALPA|The voice of NZ’s professional pilots and air traffic controllers
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Your Newly Elected Representatives
ATC Council
Cam Lorimer (AA TWR)

Air New Zealand Council
Vernon Clark (F-772)

Jetstar Council
Richard Greenslade (C-320)

Rupert Robertshawe (HN TWR)

Glen Edwards (C-320)

Brad Marsh (F-320)

Aaron Wright (WN TWR)

Gary Hayman (C-320)

Steve Templeman (C-320)

Craig Stevens (AA TMA)

Lincoln Jones (S-772)

Tim Whitehead (WN TMA)

Garth McGearty (C-772)

Greg Okeroa (AA TMA)

Mark Mehlhopt (S-772)

Mala Frost (CH TWR)

Michael Talbot (C-733)

Jeremy Thompson (WN TWR)

Rob Torenvlied (F-320)
Campbell Williams (F-320)

Air Nelson Council
Patrice Almond (F-Q300)

Daniel Mclachlan (F-733)
Joshua Harder (S-772)

Tony McKevitt (F-Q300)
John Mitchell (C-Q300)
David North (C-Q300)

Jetconnect Council
Mike Berghan (C-738)

Shane Thomas (C-Q300)

Sam Booth (F-738)
Philip Kan (C-738)

Eagle Airways Council
Alan Breen (C-1900)

Keith Maclean (C-738)

Mt Cook Council
Mark Ritchie (C-72)
Roel Hulsbosch (C-72)
Myles Coburn (C-72)
Stephen Plew (F-72)
John Patchett (C-72)
Virgin Australia Council
Simon Giles (C-738)
Grant Davies (C-738)
Andrew Pender (F-738)
John Headifen (C-738)
Jason Irvine (F-738)

Andy Sinkinson (C-738)

Mark Kenyon (C-1900)
Blair Morter (F-1900)
Joseph Raukawa (F-1900)

Branch Board of
Management Reps
2013/2014
Northern Branch
Michael Talbot (Air NZ)

Conference Delegate
2013/2014

Tim Whitehead (Airways)

Northern Branch
Gary Parata (Air NSN)

Denis Hill (Mt Cook)

Paul Robinson (Airways)

Gary Parata (Air NSN)
Central Branch
Alan Mitchell (Air NZ)
Southern Branch
Craig Stevens (Airways)
Greg Okeroa (Airways)

Myles Coburn (Mt Cook)
Jim Dunn (Airways)
Shane Thomas (Air NSN)

Central Branch
Alan Mitchell (Air NZ)
Aaron Wright (Airways)
Southern Branch
David Griffin (Air NZ)
Matthew Cox (Air NZ)
Aileen Hyndman (Mt Cook)
Mathew Hyndman (Mt Cook)
Ross Cammell (Air NZ)
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John Batchelor (Air NZ)
Alistair Malcolm (Airways)
Tim Robinson (Air NZ)

